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An essential assumption inmost criterion-referenced

methodology discussions is .that. there,exists a defined uni-'

verse of expected competencies or objectives to which the

test results can be generalized. .In curriculum development

the issue is expressed in terms of a written description of

the program objectives. .FeW.disciplines have these. This

paper describes an effort, followirig the ,traditional instruc-
-t.

tional systems approach, to develdpa curriculums document

foran.internal mediciner4sidency. Included are a number

of suggested procedures and examples highlighting how the

.procedures can be Incorporated into other curriculd'r efforts.
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MUch has been said of late about criterion refereffced
testing. l) An essential assumption in most of these test
methodology discussions is that there exists a defined uni-
,verse of expected competencies or objectives towhich the

-

test results can be generalized. In the health professions
there are only a few fields.l.n_which curricula are suffiCient-
ly definecLto- meet the-testing assumption (e.g., 2,3). The
assumption is even more tenuous when techniques other'than
cognitive tests are incorporated into the assessment brew.
In assessing the clinipal competence of a phipician, for ex-
ample, simulated.patient encounters, observations of perform-
ance, reports from peers and patients, and audits of patient
records as well- as traditional cognitive tests, all require a
defined universe to which s7pled performance is to be referred.

Viewed .from the perspective of curriculum development,
the expected competencies of A health professional are implied
bythe content of the selected textbooks and journal --arti*Nme-,
the scheduling of precgptorships and student involvement in
clinirat-training experiences: Howe/et, curricular document
inaorporatingva written-description of expected competencies
are extremely rare. \These documents would be the same ones
needed for the testing assumption.

'With the increased emphasis on edudational accountability,
particularly in thehealth professions, many programs are'un-
dertaking curriculum revisions which incorporate defining,ex=7-
pected competencies.,The most difficult task in these efforts
ismdelineating the limits Of thd field. A typical approacti'in-
vollPts classifying' content and performance into behavioral ob-
jectil'es for knowlpdge, skills, and ,attitudes consistent with'
the Taxonomies of educational Objectives. (4,-5,0,7 Common text-

,books in, the-health professions, particularly medicine, contain
thousands of pages crammed with content. Picture writing at
least-50 tehavioral, objectivesin the Magarian style for each
page. 7) Having' completed such a task it is unlikely the Olo-'

'jdctiveb would be more enlightening-than reading the textbook,
to say nbthing of the psychic energy consumed in the process.
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In most health disciplineethe range of content .and

skillsmAes'such a classifiChtion nearly insurmountable.
After many furtiv'e attempts.beginning with the taxonomic
classifications, we devised a methodology fordefining the
Universe of competencies expected of a general,-internist.
This paper describes that method as part of a generalour-
riculum development approach, and'provides some recommenda-
tionsAfor its use in other disciplines.

METHODS

Setting ,

.
. .

ne Department of Medicine at Michael Reese Hospital and
Medical Center and the Educational Development Unit of,the '

School of Health Sciences formed a 6-member ad hoc 'committee
composed of general. internists, sub-specialists in various
fields of Internal Medicirie; and educators to review the, ex-
isting curriculurd of the general Internal Medicine residency.
The residency has been inexistence for over 50 years and in-
volves_thiee years-of required and'elective rotations in the
major medical subspecialties and health care delivery areas
(e,g., hospital, ambulatory care, emergency room),..'Approxi-
mately-3.0yesidtsi are admitted each year. Traditional resi-
dency training mods are used: there 'are patient care ro-
tations in each of the medical-subspecialties; there .are case
conferences, grand rounds, chart rounds, and other formal con-
iferences for learning patient careTrinciples and medical con-

. tent; and attending staff and fellows teach all resi.Oents, with
Senior residents responsible for guiding thei?junfor bounter-
parts. The program has a reasonably good rephpation'in the
community of internists, having over 40.0 atplicants,fot'the.30

. . first-year.spces. However, as with all long stand4ng residency
programs, written curriculum descriptions-are' curaeri, at' best,
and do not contain clear definitions'of expected competencies
for -the residency. -

,
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The committ:ee began in ,F'ebrua'ry 19T6 meeti,ng weekly. Since

.

the initial meetings,the working mode hasevolved into three
formats.

...' 41,,,,

Format. a. Competencies defined., as specific,to m9dicl
.

- subspecialties (i.e., hematology, cardiology, etc.) are ini- . : ,

,

tially.defined by the respective subspecialty diltpion staff 4'.

/with help from the chief meaicalresident,and an educator.
Their efforts are reviewed and modified by-the compfittee with
continuOus input from subspecialists'and gerieral ini'ernists.

, '.-°

The resulting documents are reviewed kiy 'a group,,of.reWents
-i 'representative of each residency year and a.group Of-internists

,
..---' inThgeneral practice. .Finally, the 'documents are forW4rded to. ,

,the departmentfor review, approval and adoption..
'
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Format b. In the general content and performance areas
(i.e., those ,clinical competencies that cross over specialty
lines, oare,non-clinical) the committee generates descrip
tions of competence either by drawing upon the expertise in
the' committee ot by obtaining consultation from experts in
the specific'area (i.e., legal, psychiatry). The review and
approval process follows the same 1steps as iit'Format a.

Format c. Much^of the initial discussion concerned de-
fining how to proceed with. the overall task. Ustialiy,he com-
mittee chairman, an educator, would suggeSi a format orstrat-
egy_for the task or encourage others to propose iaeas. Inevi-
tabily, there wereifrustrating dead end discussions; but, as.
thegroup developed., the committee has asked the chairman t6i
serve as recorder, returning to'gubsequent meetings with a
draf.6 of what ha$ been discussed for further debate.. The re-
,sults of these effortswere not reviewed .by,others in the man-
ner of formats.a and b; but they Provided tile Subspecialty ex-
perts and reviewers a fraffiework for their activities. Of course,
the use of the materials and definitions served as an informal
review process.

The three'formats have been.intertwined.over the year with
format c emphasized during the first six to, nine months and
formats 'a and b predominant at other times..1' A typical meeting
begins by reviewing the prior session and reporting on progress
in working with/the subspecialties. Alongtwith group mainten-
ance activities this takes,aboutlfive minutes. -The remainder
of the meeting usually is devoted to discussing competencies in
one subspecialty or one general area., It requires between,four
and five sessions to review, revise, and agree upqh competen-
cies for a subspecialty and between three and six sessions for
the general areas..--

At the outset the committee was well aware that department-
al acceptance of their work depends .upori educating and perSuad-..'
ing the staff about their activities and thepotential,benefits.

. Also, the committee appreciated the.sensitive nature of their

ticiPate in defining the rest objectives could be interpre:t=
efforts: They realized tasking the.medical staff to par-

ed as challenging the quality of t -ogr_axot_and specifically
the, teaching competence of the staff. Keeping these concerns
in ,Mind the committee has been very careful. to mainfairl'a low'
profile and let results perSuade the,stafY.

RESULTS

The committee, agreed upon a five-phase approach 'to its"
task, petty much following traditional instructional systems.
methodology (8):

I
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1. Describe the expected
.

competencies f
4

the,
general internist completing the .Michael
Reese Residency.

A

2. .tivelop.and implement an evaluation method-'
ology to 'assess the program'and whether res-

.

idents at the end, of the 'program achieve
-Number 1. ,

v ' ,

3. ,Review the existing reside cy'program by as-
sessing its potential to help residents
achieve Number 1. e P:.',.

i .
.

-./4. RecommendILId- implement-changes in the exist- ,

ing residency `program:
_.

5. Rey,ise expected competenciet, evaluation Meth-
odology,,and'the reAidency program to incor-
poiate new approaches, concepts orcoritingen-

. . l es in thg ttainixig of general internists,
1

s ,
As of this writing, the. committee' has focused almott,ex-

clugively,upon Phase 1, describing the expected competencies.
However, before discussing'the methodology devised for Phase
1 a brief explanation of the thinking,for the other phpses maybe helpful. --> -

#
,

)1'
.phase 2 - Evaluation Methodology: The Committee has ac-

cepted the conceptcthat..evaluation of the residency should fo-
cus primarily on two areas: the program impact upon resident's
performance, and the quality of the teaching/learning activities,
The presentevaluatiori plan builds upon a conceptualization for. .

assessing clinical competence reported previously. (9) The ,con -.
pt aSSumes,that intekactions with patients are the critical

i idents to be measur d in assessing the residents' performance.
An. -evaluation design h

. tion. We anticipate ado
evaluation, approaches wi

not been selected for program evalua-
ting one of the popular curriculum
h appropriate ad'ustments to our needs.

Phase-/3 - Review Existing Residency Programs

'Department staff and chiefs of sub ecialty divisions have
,been_involved iri defining expected comp tencies.:. The plan is
-to return sequentially' o each subspecialty division with the.
agreed upon competencies and help the division staff review the. ,

present rotatipps. We anticipate most will'rise to the odCasion
.M.111,p.a few Will. !4ethis, opportiriity.to _expand territory or

. resources or add'thi`g experienceoto their fodder in fighting
agairist educational Change.

#

Phase A Recommend and Implement Chanes.
.

.%
, Consistent with-the committee's ,philosophy of a low profile,

'- Aioaftmenda\tions Will be_ forwarded. "to departmental committees and
-staff for akorom01 beforg implementation. Whenelier possible

- , ., ,.
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pilot testing will precede some of the 'approval process to
provide practical results for staff,discusion; Implement-
ing changes will follow the same cooperative efforits described
for Phase,3..

Phase 5 - Revisions

'Incorporating revisions in fan established program depends
on the nature of the program governance a d the revisions.
Clearly, we are assuming that efforts,to ve thd department
take ownership of the_. curriculum plan show d facilitate future
program revisions.
.

.

Describe Expected Competencies:- Phase 1 .

The committee has struggled with three issues in defin-
,

.

ing expected competencies: (1) Whatt is the nature of the med-
ical practice anticipated of graduates? (2) How to describe
the content expected to be mastered in the residency? (3) }lbw
to define and format the knowledge, skills, and attitudes ex.:.
pected of internists?

1. Nature'of the Medical Practice

.The .simplest definition of the expected, practice. conditions
of our graduates is to say "he/she will practice medicine just,
like.the,medical staff at Michael Reese." Beginning with care-1 '
ful introspection and critical analysistof stereotypic aolleagues
we concluded that the "good" general internist trained in the
Michael Reese Residency would'have the following practice condi-
tipns: an.urban private or joint practice. with a hospitaI-based ..,

:focus, Primarily emplbyitg tertiary care'facilities and 'relying
lupon house staff for day-to-day inpatient care, develotAng a , ...,'

network4of subspecialty bonpultants with which the general'in-
ternist easily communicates and when ,used for,patient keferral
the ihternast retains responsibility for` cobrdinating the p.a.\
tient's gard, andhaving the capability of managii mostApatient

*
problems Including many of the uncommon diseaSes with minima]. con-
sultation frot subspecialis6s.,. The committee deliberated about
the avaiIa ility of specialized laboratory facilities and the
internist ability to 'perform some of the less'common procedures:

'They.conclu ed that each Practice setting will placespecial de- f,_
mands on 'th ,internist'4talents and to d' fine practiceemphA
sis more ri idly would not be helpful. Instead; the-committee
decided tha .01e'inteinistd shdiud have learned in the flesidency
how to Acqu re the additionaltalefifs through'continuing education..

,.,.. c .

:,2: 'Description of Internal Medicine -Content

The committee%e4lored alternative descriptions-.of the4whole
. field WIntirnal Medicine, Of particular interest' were the - -

approaches taken by Aissand Vaneslow '010) and"the-American ..

'Boaid 9f,pdiatrids 4(11).q puring the commit'tee's work, the,Am-
ericariBoard.of Internal Medicine published quidslines for tes-
i4'ncyprOgrams.'(12) The committee realized that their initial

, instincts about 010 importance Of subspecialty &Visions also-
'applied.W/deseribing:the internists?' compet pies. In

7
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addition to describing competencies in all subspecialties, we
identified a number of general areas which internists must mas-
ter that are not part of any subSpecialty. The precise level
of mastery was defined for each:

General Areas of Competence

1. Medico-16gal concepts and procedures
2. ' Medical 'records and documentation .

3. Governmental and public policies
4.. Medical Consultation r ,

.

5. Health care delivery modalities and concepts
6. Office practice management

....,

7. Preventive an community medicine
8.e Public Health oncepts .

. i

Rather than replicate the content from textbooks, the
committee concluded that describing the depth andscope of
knowledge or peiformance in an area could be accomplished by;
indicating a reference (i.e.,-.book, monograph, pamphlet, or
journal article) the expected functidning of
a general internist. he reference need not covers the whole

.,field or be the traditional.reference far the subject; but it
must convey-the' sense of the.Subject at the level expected for
the general internist. For-example, the Red Cell Manual was
recommended forehematology becaUse It addresses the topics at
the approprikte level;'however, the pamphlet does not desciibe
everything expected of. internists. The a itional.knowledge '

and abilities are ddscribed by objectilies istedundei.the sub-
spe .

, ,.
.

.

3. Definitions and Format for Describing Competencies

. A major'obstacle to:curriculUm development can be con-
.

structing a 'format to display the durriculum that is simple to
lase and does not distort'the.philosophicd1 foundations of a
discipline. 'Beginning with the classi'cal divisions of know-
ledge, skills, and attitudes, we evolved six categories for (

this curricular display:
. .

1. Knowledge .

2., 'Skills,
i Pa. Technical-skills..

b. Psychosocial skills
3. Synthesis
4: Management
5. Research

. ___.,___---

6. Education .

-f
Definitions for each are contained in Figure 1.,

'A second major obstacle .can le stating curricular objec-
tives in a manner which communicates -the content while not

coMMittee_decided to use behavior giol es follow,ing Gran-4iv
b

obje
burdening authors or readers-with 1 ng boring lists. The

0
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lund's format.' A gene-tel objective is followed-by a series of
specific objectives that refine the general objective, orfrodrve
as examples of expected performance required to demonstrate
mastery of the generakl objective. '(13) Foi example, .internists
dhould-be able to: ,:

.,,
-, .,., I.

Evaluate the quality of research studies.
,,,-

N,
,. Critique the studies' statistifalNydlidi
,-7(- level of basic' statistical procedures (

.ANOVA).

7

/77
,

b. Analyze the appropriateness
.

of expertmental des-igns 4
0 including use of.control groups, sampling procedures,.

and prospective.or retrospective data collection. . `-

.
:,

*

,

at the,
X2,A,

c. Deduce assumptions' either implied by the research
. methods or in the study conclusions.

d: Criticize potential implicationol findings and
.tonclusions in relationship to accepted medical
practice:

The third obstacle, possibly unique to disciplines with,a
heavy emphasis on problem solving tasks,, is-differentiating be-
'tween activities expected to be performed under the guidance of

which shoad performed without help. In medicine these limits
experts or to referepce materials and activities

are fuzzy, particularly between general medicine/and the sub-
Specialty areas.

The committee decided upon two means of clarifying'the
limits of expeqise,. Formanagement of disease, diagnosing
patient problem and general patient care, the competendies
are separated intothree categories: (1).performed totally by
an internist; (2) performed by the internist but utilizing-
consultative support; and (3) performed by a consultant with-
An internist coordinating overall patient care. For example, b4

in Pulmonary Medicine, the'paneral internist (not subspecialist
should be able to diagnose Infectious pneumonias caused by
pneumococcus, staphylococcps, common_gram negative bacteria,
anaerobic bacteria and viruses but are not expected to obtain
a diagnosis forlinfectious'pneumonias-When it requires a spe- -

cialized procedure such as bronchoscopy. Or, pulmonaiy infer-,
tions should%1;e routinely managed by general internists, except
if they occur in iMmunosuppressed 'patients or are complicated
by respiratory failure., For these, the internist can rely'
on the initial and-subsequdnt support of acorisultant.

Foredical knowledge the committee defined four categorips
of understanding: (1) aware that the entity exists end is
associated with a particular disease condition; (2) able td-de-
frm the nattiral history of the disease'or.conditions, initial
treatment requirements,-clinical manifestations, important lab-

9 i
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oratory findings.and associated clinical .condition; (3) able .

-to describe the Currently accepted pathophysitilogical mechan-
isms; 4nd (4) able to recognize the histopathplogy 'of the dis-
ease or-condition. For'exampf&, for Some rheumatological dis-

eases like Lofgreh's synd ome, Whi2ples Disease, heritochromato7
sis and'nodtlar synovi%ti 4 the internist should be aware of
their existence aneassc iated condit gns. On the other hand,
an internist. should be a le to descr' e the pathyphysiology of
gout, rheumatoid arthritig, neuropath c arthopathy, among other
conditions. f

k

DISCUSSION

As the' complexities of Our societyk increase, there is a
'tendency to centralize decision-making abodteducation and

i,health care. Witness the increased federal influence upOn'
what was locally determined.medical sChool admissions policies,
curriculum'requirements and graduation conditions--.- Or, watch
the maneuvering for control of the Health Systems Agencies in-
tended to coordinate the federal infusion of money and ide s
into local health care establi.shments. The educatiOnal
search community has followed'the same pattern with near total
dependence on federal funding of projects having the requisite .

attached strings"and encumbtvances.° The curricular development
effort described here markedly depafts from this trend. The
fqcus is:, one hospital's residency program; the personnel are
the existing hospital staff; and the cost is their time and -

energy plus minimal secretarial support. Outside funds and
influence have been nearlyjion-existent. Except to comply with
accrediting requirements, the methodologylwas initiated to Meet
practical ndtds of the institution.' How can this experience
contribute to other curricular efforts?,

The.answer lies with twoactivities: develop-
ment procedures which foster portraying as accurately-as feas-
ible the content to) be mastered in the''-resident!;' and strate-
gies implemented to help 'the department take ownership of the
curriculum. development process and iti'prOducts.

lo

V

Following Schwab's conception of The Practical (14), with
Westbury's modifications 0.5,, the committee was 'careful toqrtake--
sure that the descriptions ofcompetencies reflected "the pat-
tern, order, method, structure"rof Internal Medicine and be-
'dome what Westbury calls the "syntax -in-use of Internal Med-
icine. Searching for the 'demarcation boundaries within the
fieldNof Medicine'was an important curriculum development pro,-
cedure *e performed inlEhis prbgram. By Applying the "syntax-
in-use" of our situation, a subspecialtyemphasis and refer-
ences to define content limit t, we also enhanced the growth
of departmental ownership. For example,, the deparent staff
routinely function in asubspecialty frame-of-refeFend&And
have had little diffidulty incorporating the results into 'their t
thinking. In fact, one division chief has already used-the
defined competencies of his di cipline asithe minimum accepta-
ble entry level in screening rospective fellows. :

.
tr.

4 >

^ . .
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Another contribution of this curricular effort wh ch
'should have general application 'is the classification f
'categories required.to define expected competencies, he
terms; k owledge, skills,csynthesis, management, education
and reSear h have become convenient handles for organizing

1 our thinki abbut curricula generally, and particularly
for residen progralpS. In our efforts at describing a gen-

.
eral surges residejcy, for example, We haVe used the cate-
gories wit ut modilgication.

,

. A

-Finally; the ,difficulties in designating limits to ex-NN\pertise were addreSsed and resolved by expecting different
levels of understanding Or use of consultants. These levels
worked well'for all subspecialty areas and ,also the general- %

--topics. .
,

,

/

.1 k.
.

- .

.

The committee.forMat and calling in of,experts for testi-
mony about their field is not hew. One of the earliest com-
ptehensive curriculum projects in medicine at the Abraham Lin-
-coin School of Medicine,'University of Illinois 2) used this
approach. Howevet, the efforts reported hate differ =in that
the/experts are intimately involved in the first stage of.gen-
erafing the content without having to submerge their parochial
interests. They freely express their IDiases in representing
their subspecialty and do not feel they serve as a representa-
tive in` creating a joint multidiscip/inary package. Their

cc-advice stands accepted, in their disbipline and only is chal-
lengef 'whet) the expected competeriCies may not be a riate

.,/

for a*general internist's practice of medicine. We pur-
posely avoided discussing how the subspecialist should teach
the needed abilities, in older.. te- circumvent disagreements on
the number of weeks'or months of rotation required in each sub:-
specialty. 'Hopefully, that'issUe will be discussed in Phase 3.

In thinking back on thiv.cur'riculum development effort;.
two feelings stand-out.. The amount of tin., psychic energy,
and dedication required, to reach, this gbal may explain why few -

have attempted it. And, all, those wh16 encouraged its effort
or acted as nay-sayers while'sitting onthe sidelines, may -be',
an important stimulus for perseverence. ,The second dominant
-feeling is frgstration. Each search of 'the curriculum devel-
opment literature'for guidance found few guideposts. In the
few instances where constructive ideas:were apparent,'the re-
sources intmanpower and money anticipated for the tasks negat-
ed our considering their adoption. Hopefully, this paper can
encourage others to report their,curricular struggles and con-
tribute to defining a coherent direction in curriculum devel-
opment for the health care professions.

A .

. '

h
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.
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INTERNAL MEDICINE RESIDENCY PROGRAM

Figure 1: Definition of Concepts

.'he resident coMpleting 'the program in Internal Medicine
should 6114,.....able to demonstrate: competemce--in the clinical
evaluation and management of paeients,'an understanding andability to perform research, and an interest and preparationfor continued learning. Specific.definitions for these attri-butes are defined under' the headings: knowledge, *skills, "synthesis, management, research, and education.

1. Knowledge

Knowledge is defined as the ability to recall infor-
Nation and comprehend important concepts. Medical
knowledge as used here refers to understanding physical:and psychosocial systems and diseases. Foreach system,
knowledge ofthe basic or common diseases which occuris essential. This includes an anders,tanding 'of th'd
general diagnostic approaches, the pathophysiologyt
the' natural histoi-Y of the disease and effects of inter-
vention, and the treatment options. Knowledge in the
psychosocial domain'inclmdes familiarity with basic
theories of, personality (normal and abnormal), socidt-
economic factors affecting human b,ehavior, and behavioral
characteristics of patients and families.

R. Skills
\

Skills are defied as the observable performance of
acquiredbehavi or. Medical skills have three character-
istics: reliabOity, efficiency (in terms of both speed
ansd appropriateness), and completeness of performance,.N.,

Two types of skills are appOrent when considering medical
performance: technical skills..r.equiring physical actions
and verbal interaction with the Patient;,and psychosocial

requiring verbal and non-vrbal interaction.

A. Technical SkiLls

AP
Technical skills are demonstrated in data acquisition
and in careful application of treatments designed to
affect desired outcomes for ehe patieht. . In datay
acquisition, .the phySleianTerforms procedures tradi.t-
tonally classified as history taking, physical examin-
ation, and laboratory procedures. Obtaining relevant
history is dependent on skill in selecting and postn-0.--,
questions. The reliability of the data is, in turn,
:affected by: how the paijent presents information
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available froffrprio'r:or collateral sources, and, most
importantly, the rapport established between patient,and physician. All of these'factOrs must' be considered
when measuring the ,physician's reliability, efficiency,
and completeness in history taking. Measuring perfor-
mance'in physical examination and laboratory procedures
is affected by similar considerations. Technical skills
applied in treating patients are primdrily demonstratedin the proper preparation and use of equipMent and pro-
cedures involving physical contact with the patient.

' PsychosocialSkills

Psychosocial skills include understanding the indivislual
patient's behavior, establishing rapport and communi-
cation with patients. Effective understanding of patient
behavior is demonstrated when a resident can accu,rately
describe the patient's behavior and explain obvious
underlying causes.. When rapport is established with a
patient, there should be a feeling of trust, openness,
and comfort in the relationship, and' the patient should
be able to express his or her feelinge easily. The
critical-,communication skills, in addition to the techni-
cal skills .involving verbal acquisition of data, are an
ability,to recognize non verbal cues and maintain""rapport
during interactions with the' patient.

Synthesis

Synthetis is defined as_the process of combining facts- (data)
to form a complete -and coherent understanding of what is known.

Medical synthesis is the process of collating data into a
list oflproblems each at the highest level oT refinement
consistent with available knowledge. The most refined state-
ment of a proble1111 m is a diapbsis.

Three elements are key, in this process; recpgnition of datum
or bollected data, which constitute diagnostic clues; juxta-
position of these diagnostic clues with known disease,chae-
aeteristics to identify differential diagnoses; and systemic
ollection of additional-data to reach a defiAltive,diagnosis.
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IV. Managerdent

Medical Management is the coordination and direction ofthe p'atient's health care, Its focus is uponteffectiveli
combining knowledge, diagnosti,c and therapeutic techniques,medications, and health care resources, to attain an optimalhealth state for the patient. There are six elements in-volved in management: 1) knowledge of the patient's physical,psychological, and environmental situation; 2) knowledgeof health and pathologic states and disease entities; 3)knowledge of therapeutic techniques, including effective useof patient educati6n to aid thepafient in,understanding hisdisease, the effects of therapy, and his role in the manager-.ment process; 4) synthesizing appl'opriate elements of patientdata into diagnoses.; 5) applying and modifying therapeuticregimens to maximize the effects of therapy, and 6) appro-priate use of-consultants and various health care resources;(a, knowing who, when, and how to obtain consultation,b. knowing how to evaluate and use consultative recommen-dations).

-

V. Research'

Research is defined as critical investigation or experi-
mentation aimed at (he-discovery of knowledge, validation or

e
revision of previous knowledgeand theories, establis.hingthe validity of previous findings, or the practical appli-cation of knowledge. Experience in thii area would providea fpundation for: 1) assessing the quality of researchfindings, 2) appreciating the need to continually incorpor-
ate new findings into the practice of medicine, 3)'appre-
ciating the importance of participating in research, and 4)
appreciating the need for ongoing research to expand medical
knowledge.

7 '

4141. Education

Continuing educatioli is the process of continued learning
for acquisition and development of skills and knowledge.
Continuing education helps improve and refine'present skillsand knowledge (technical, psychosocial and management, etc.).
Coi-alouing education also includes'involvement within the
teaching/learning process as an instructor. In this'capacity
the resident would be expected to be able to perform all of
the following: didactic ,teaching, clinical teaching, and \teaching as a therapeutic tool in tree ng patients (patient
educatibn).
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